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ABSTRACT

THE SIDEWALK WAYFINDING SYNTAX EXPLAINED

Traditional turn-by-turn navigation approaches often do not
provide sufﬁciently detailed information to help people with a
visual impairment (PVI) to successfully navigate through an
urban environment. To provide PVI with clear and supportive
navigation information we created Sidewalk, a new wayﬁnding
message syntax for mobile applications. Sidewalk proposes a
consistent structure for detailed wayﬁnding instructions, short
instructions and alerts. We tested Sidewalk with six PVI in the
urban center of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Results show
that our approach to wayﬁnding was positively valued by the
participants.

We present Sidewalk, a consistent but extendable wayﬁnding
syntax that allows for attention, short and detailed messages.
This is accomplished by deﬁning optional and obligatory elements in the syntax. Obligatory elements convey action and
destination information. Optional elements extend the short
message syntax with more details, and are placed at a consistent location in the syntax. The syntax follows a logical
ﬂow: important attention messages are provided at the beginning of the syntax, while additional orientation information
is provided after the actual navigation instruction (action and
destination). This way the user does not have listen to the complete message to take action, thereby reducing the cognitive
load. This syntax can be easily automated by a navigation app.
Moreover, the user can create custom long or short message
without much effort. Table 1 shows the Sidewalk syntax with
an example instruction.
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Elements of the Sidewalk Syntax
Attention Indicator

Attention indicators can be used to give special notice to an
attention message: "Attention..; Warning...".
Attention Message

INTRODUCTION

Navigating an unknown route can be challenging, especially
for people with a visual impairment (PVI). Traditional turnby-turn navigation applications are not optimized for PVI
and often do not provide accurate and sufﬁciently detailed
information for successful navigation [1]. A navigation app
for PVI should support their orientation and navigation performance, and provide reassurance that the correct path is
followed. To achieve this, an app should distinguish between
different wayﬁnding needs (e.g. start/end, crossings, warnings/dangerous situations, orientation, progress, familiar or
unfamiliar route) and provide the suitable type and amount of
information [5, 6, 13].

Provide attention messages when a route point that strongly
inﬂuences the navigation pattern is within range (5 - 20 meters)
[5, 6, 14]. When multiple items are close to each other, they are
combined into one message: "Attention, you are approaching
a parking garage entrance and exit, followed by poles".
Current Orientation

Current orientation messages should be short and provide
identiﬁable information to conﬁrm that the correct path is
followed. This can be a conﬁrmation of information from the
previous navigation message, or a direct detectable object.
Distance

Provide absolute distance in meters when the action needs to
be performed in more than 5 meters. Steps might be more comprehensible, but give a false sense of accuracy. Stride length
differs per person and users will count their steps instead of
focusing on the environment. Commit to units over 5 meters,
outdoor navigation software does not have the accuracy of
knowing the absolute distance between a user’s location and
the next route point.
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in addition to the provided instructions. To ensure the participant’s safety, a researcher walked in close distance to the participant. In case of deviation participants were accompanied
to the last route point and the instruction was repeated. After completing the route, participants were interviewed about
their wayﬁnding experience. We used the System Usability
Scale (SUS) (5-point Likert scale) [4] to measure overall experience of the Sidewalk syntax, the Raw NASA task-load
index (11-point bipolar scale) (RTLX) [8] to measure mental an physical demand of the navigation performance, and
open-ended questions to receive qualitative feedback.

Attention Indicator* - Attention Message* - Current
Orientation* - Distance* - Action - Action Indicator*
- Destination - Orientation to Action
Example: “Warning, - obstruction on the sidewalk. - You
are at the Wibautstraat with trafﬁc at your right. - After
60 meters - turn left - at the trashcan - onto Mauritskade.
- On your left you pass a bakery.”
Table 1. Sidewalk wayﬁnding syntax with example instruction *indicate
optional sections.

RESULTS

Six PVI (two females, four males, age between 44 and 69
years) participated. Participants had different levels of visual
acuity (<2% n=3, 10-30% n=1, >30% n=2). All participants
used a white cane. The SUS showed an average score of 84.2
(SD=10.4). All participants except one (p1) scored above the
threshold of 68 points with values ranging from 82.5 (p3) to
95 points (p5). The RTLX scored also very positive, average load was low 17.3 out of 90 points. Qualitative feedback
showed that all participants found the Sidewalk syntax to provide better information over traditional turn-by-turn navigation
instructions, mostly due to the additional environment and orientation information. The Sidewalk syntax was found easy
to understand and easy to use. Participants experienced the
most difﬁculties at the two complex crossings and suggested
to provide less information at these locations. All participants
appreciated the different type of messages and suggested to
implement this in existing navigation apps.

Figure 1. Example situation with Sidewalk instruction: "After 5 meters turn left at the tactile pavement and cross the road to Tweede Boerhaavestraat. You cross a bicycle lane, two roads with trafﬁc lights and
audio indicator, and a bicycle lane.

Action

Provide the action instruction accompanied with the direction
in a short and simple format. Use physical directions (e.g. left,
slight left). Only use more detailed direction indicators, such
as clock positions, for ﬁnding a speciﬁc route point.
Action Indicator

Relative distances are preferred [3, 9, 10, 11, 14] but are not
always possible. We propose to use both absolute and relative
distance, so the user can get a better impression of the total
distance and assess when an action needs to be performed.
Provide relative distance indicators via route points or distinguishable objects where possible. Use objects that are hard to
miss (avoiding the PVI searching for the object or becoming
disorientated).
Destination

Provide the area name as is common for wayﬁnding messages.
Although PVI often cannot detect street names [7], it is useful
to become familiar with a route, functions as reference point
in communication and for asking assistance [11].
Orientation to Action

Provide orientation information relevant for the user. Use the
structure: “On your left..., on your right...”.
TESTING THE SIDEWALK WAYFINDING SYNTAX

To test the wayﬁnding syntax a route in the urban center of
Amsterdam was set out, including different route points that
are perceived as challenging by PVI, e.g., obstacles [2, 3, 5];
crossroads [5, 7] and squares [5] (see Figure 1). The auditory
wayﬁnding messages were provided by EyeBeacons [12], a
wayﬁnding app designed for PVI. Bluetooth beacons were
used to ensure precise triggering of the message in relation to
the participant’s location. Participants wore a bone-conducting
headset and used their usual navigation aid (e.g., white cane)

CONCLUSION/ DISCUSSION

We created Sidewalk, a new wayﬁnding message syntax to
address the needs of PVI during wayﬁnding. Results show
that our approach was positively perceived and most participants would like to use Sidewalk as their wayﬁnding approach.
While our syntax can be considered a positive improvement
over traditional turn-by-turn navigation, two participants (p1
and p3) were somewhat less positive than the other four participants. Both participants indicated to experience more mental
and physical demand and p3 also felt more insecure during
navigation. The researchers noticed that compared to the
other participants, p1 and p3 were more insecure navigators
in general. Therefore we suggest to take participants’ general navigation conﬁdence into account for future research.
Furthermore, p1 found the messages too long and complex,
and experienced difﬁculties with simultaneously listening to
the messages and focusing on the environment As stated earlier, shortening and customization of the messages is possible
using our syntax, thereby addressing the issues of message
complexity. To further validate the usability of the syntax, in
future research we would like to extend our test with more
participants, different routes and apply to indoor routes.
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